
Sunday 16th January 2022 

Barnet Sunday League Division Six Match at Enfield Playing Fields (Pitch 5) 
 

Kick-Off: 1.20 pm. (Was supposed to be 1.00 pm, but Home team were late). Referee played 40 minutes each way. 
 

Result: NORTH ATHLETICO .................. 1   EDMONTON ROVERS ...................... 2 Half-Time: 0-0 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-4-2 / 4-2-3-1 HT) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Tyler MEADER   

2 RB Roshan SHAH   

5 RCB/LCB HT Chris JORDANOU   

4 LCB/RCB 71 Natan PAWLACZYK (Captain) OFF (Inj.) HT/BACK ON 71  

3 LB Lenny CHARLES   

9 RM/LM 67 Myreon KEANE OFF (Inj.) 21/BACK ON 65  

8 CM Dapo ALAOYE   

18 CM/RCB HT Tobi CHARLES OFF 71  

11 LM Harry DORWARD OFF 65  

12 CF Max MIR OFF 32  

14 CF/RM 25 Tairique HARRISON  54 Mins. 

SUBSTITUTES 

17 CF/CM HT Leon McKENZIE-McKAY ON 21  

20 CF Gianni DIPO ON 32 75 Mins. 

10 ACM Josh WAKEFORD ON HT  

6 Not Used Jack VANVYNCK   

16 Not Used Harvey ANTONIOU   

OWN GOALS Scored For Us:   
 

MANAGER: Tony McKay                         CLUB LINESMAN: Not Required By Referee            ATTENDANCE: 26 

OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT (WhatsApp Group): Laurence Hughes, Stuart Dorward (Second Half), Keith Charles, Tracey 

Charles, Sarah Keane, Sarah Dorward, Mike Jordanou, Dele Alaoye, Nik Mir, Danielle Vanvynck, Tim Wakeford, Lorna Antoniou 

REFEREE: Roger Jacobs                                

BOOKINGS: None   SENDING-OFFS: Jon Douglas (North Athletico) (Dissent…67 Mins.) 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Sunny. Cold stiff breeze down pitch. (Against us in Second Half)      

STATE OF PITCH: Soft & muddy. Bumpy with long grass. Churned up after 10:30 Kick-Off before us. 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (2 Players): Simon Jackson (Asst. Manager) (Family Commitments), Lexton Harrison (Suspended), Stuart 

Dorward (Playing for Vets Team) 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-1-4-1):   Costa Ballo, Jon Douglas, Jeremiah Elongama, Vandyke Hanson, Junior Kiongo, Tatenda 

Makoni, Ian Quinquina, Opeyemi Stephen, Thom Yese, Ozzie Bazuaye, Siad Curraj & one new player. 

Subs.   
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:   Yese (52 Mins.) 
 

MATCH REPORT 

After several weeks of having key players missing and having to face opponents fielding stronger sides than usual, the boot was on the other 

foot for this afternoon kick-off as we had a full-strength squad available whereas mid-table North Athletico started the match with only 9 

players with their Player-Manager Jon Douglas and two others not arriving until 10 minutes into the game. The First Half therefore had to be 

played without nets and with North Athletico wearing yellow bibs, but it ended goal-less anyway as our players looked a bit sluggish from 

having warmed up (or just standing around) for well over an hour while waiting for the game to eventually start, while our opponents were 

missing five regulars including their top scorer and had players calling each other ‘Bro’, so despite them having only lost once in their 

previous seven League & Cup matches, they had little teamwork in this game and seemed to be relying more on individual ability to create 

chances for themselves. With the nets then being put up at Half-Time and Player-Manager Douglas unpacking numbered yellow shirts for his 

team to wear instead of the bibs we had given them, the Second Half was always going to resemble a proper game of football in comparison 

to the First, and indeed it turned out to be arguably the most entertaining 45 minutes of our season so far for our loyal band of supporters 

who had still attended despite the constant changing of kick-off time (which was apparently due to a shortage of Referees). However, it was 

North Athletico who took the lead after 52 minutes when a series of missed tackles allowed them to break quickly up the pitch where left 

winger Thom Yese then turned Roshan Shah inside out before firing a fierce angled shot past Tyler Meader. We hit back just a couple of 

minutes later though when Tairique Harrison brushed away our normal free-kick taker Lenny Charles to take one himself after being brought 

down 30 yards from goal, but thankfully he curled the ball perfectly over the wall to equalise with an effort which went in off the far post. 

The rest of the match was then real end-to-end stuff with Tyler Meader having to make some good saves but with our attacking players also 

having plenty of chances, especially during a five-minute period that ended with North Athletico Player-Manager Jon Douglas being sent off 

for dissent, leaving his side down to 10 men with just over 20 minutes to go. That obviously helped us to notch what turned out to be the 

winner in the 75th minute when Gianni Dipo finished off an excellent move with a well-struck finish low into the bottom corner, but North 

Athletico’s 10 men still managed to create chances towards the end. In contrast to some of our earlier matches this season though, we 

defended really well as a team by getting more men behind the ball while Tyler had one of his better games in goal, so we were therefore 

able to see out the game and grab a rare three points. 


